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Figure 1. We present the AIOZ-GDANCE dataset with in-the-wild videos, music audio, and 3D group dance motion.

Abstract

Music-driven choreography is a challenging problem

with a wide variety of industrial applications. Recently,

many methods have been proposed to synthesize dance mo-

tions from music for a single dancer. However, generat-

ing dance motion for a group remains an open problem.

In this paper, we present AIOZ−GDANCE, a new large-

scale dataset for music-driven group dance generation. Un-

like existing datasets that only support single dance, our

new dataset contains group dance videos, hence support-

ing the study of group choreography. We propose a semi-

autonomous labeling method with humans in the loop to

obtain the 3D ground truth for our dataset. The proposed

dataset consists of 16.7 hours of paired music and 3D mo-

tion from in-the-wild videos, covering 7 dance styles and 16
music genres. We show that naively applying single dance

generation technique to creating group dance motion may

lead to unsatisfactory results, such as inconsistent move-

ments and collisions between dancers. Based on our new

dataset, we propose a new method that takes an input music

sequence and a set of 3D positions of dancers to efficiently

produce multiple group-coherent choreographies. We pro-

pose new evaluation metrics for measuring group dance

quality and perform intensive experiments to demonstrate

the effectiveness of our method. Our project facilitates fu-

ture research on group dance generation and is available at

https://aioz-ai.github.io/AIOZ-GDANCE/.

1. Introduction

Dancing is an important part of human culture and re-

mains one of the most expressive physical art and com-

munication forms [17, 25]. With the rapid development of

digital social media platforms, creating dancing videos has

gained significant attention from social communities. As

the consequence, millions of dancing videos are created and

watched daily on online platforms. Recently, studies of how

to create natural dancing motion from music have attracted

great attention in the research community [8]. The outcome

of dancing generation techniques can be applied to various

applications such as animation [39], virtual idol [47], meta-

verse [35], or in dance education [4, 51].

Although there is some progress towards synthesizing

realistic dancing motion from music in recent literature [26,

39, 47, 53] creating natural 3D dancing motions from the

input audio remains an open problem [39]. This is mainly

due to (i) the complex structure and the non-linear correla-

tion between continuous human motion and the accompa-

nying music audio, (ii) the variety in the repertoire of danc-

ing motions for an expressive choreography performance,

(iii) the difficulty in generating long motion sequences, and

(iv) the complication of capturing the correspondences be-

tween the dancing motion and audio such as dancing styles

or music rhythms. Furthermore, recent works focus on gen-

erating dancing motion for solo dancer [16,20,39,61] while
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producing dancing motion for a group of dancers have not

been well-investigated by the community yet.

Compared to the single dance generation task, the group

dance generation poses a more challenging problem [13].

In practice, group dance may contain complicated and dif-

ferent choreographies between attended dancers while also

retaining the relationship between the motion and the in-

put music rhythmically. Furthermore, group dance has the

communication between dancers through physical contact,

hence performing a correlation between motion series in a

group is essential and challenging. Currently, most of the

music-to-dance datasets [37, 39, 47, 55, 58, 66] only con-

tain solo dance videos. Hence, they are not able to cap-

ture essential aspects that only occurred in group dance sce-

narios, including multiple-person motions, synchronization,

and interaction between dancers.

Since learning to synthesize dancing motion from mu-

sic is a highly challenging task, one of the primary require-

ments is the availability of large-scale datasets. Some works

employ professional choreographers to obtain music-dance

datasets under a highly complex Motion Capture (MoCap)

system [10, 37, 58, 63]. Although the captured motions are

accurate, it is challenging to scale up and increase the di-

versity of the data with several dance styles and music gen-

res. To overcome the limitation of the MoCap system, an-

other line of works leverage existing pose estimation algo-

rithm to generate the pseudo-ground truths for in-the-wild

dancing videos [20,34,55]. However, these aforementioned

datasets are designed originally for the single motion gener-

ation task and provide only paired music and single dancing

motion [37, 39, 47], thus they cannot be applied to facilitate

generating multiple motions within a group of dancers.

Motivated by these shortcomings, this paper introduces

AIOZ-GDANCE, a new large-scale dataset to advance the

study of group choreography. Unlike existing choreogra-

phy datasets that only supports single dancer, our dataset

consists of group dance videos. As in Figure 1, our dataset

has multiple input modalities (i.e., video frames, audio) and

multiple 3D human mesh ground truths. To annotate the

dataset, we introduce a semi-automatic method with hu-

mans in the loop to ensure the data quality. Using the new

dataset, we propose the first strong baseline for group dance

generation that can jointly generate multiple dancing mo-

tions expressively and coherently.

Our contributions are summarised as follows:

• We introduce AIOZ-GDANCE, a new large-scale

dataset for group dance generation. To our best knowl-

edge, AIOZ-GDANCE is the largest audio-driven

group dance dataset.

• Based on our new dataset, we propose a new method,

namely GDanceR, to efficiently generate group danc-

ing motion from the input audio.

2. Related Work

Music-Motion Datasets. Early efforts to create music-

motion dataset focus on using motion capture system.

Specifically, the authors of [58] use MoCap to record 3D

skeletons from dancers to establish a music-to-dance dataset

with four dancing types. It is challenging to collect a large

dataset using the MoCap method since it is costly to hire

performing dancers and equip the required devices. Notice

the limitations of MoCap, the authors in [20, 34] propose a

music-to-dance dataset by crawling internet videos and use

OpenPose [9] to obtain 2D skeleton ground truths. The au-

thors in [47] propose a dataset using MoCap and Virtual Re-

ality data. Instead of generating dance ground truths as hu-

man skeletons, AIST++ dataset [39, 56] obtains 3D motion

by fitting SMPL model [40] from multi-view videos. Un-

like [39] the work in [37] proposes a large-scale music-to-

dance dataset from in-the-wild videos. Nevertheless, exist-

ing datasets only focus on the single-dance scenario. There-

fore, the group motion and the interaction between dancers

are not exploited in these datasets. We compare different

music-to-dance datasets in Table 1.

Audio-driven Motion Generation. Generating natu-

ral and realistic human motion from audio is a challeng-

ing problem [23]. A classical approach is based on the

motion graph constructed from a largely captured motion

database [30]. To synthesize novel motion, different mo-

tion segments are combined by optimizing the transition

cost along the path of the graph [50]. Other works apply

music-motion similarity matching constraints to further en-

sure the consistency between motion and music [14, 27, 28,

36, 48, 52]. In recent years, several progresses have been

made in the field of music-to-dance motion generation us-

ing CNN [2, 55, 63, 66], RNN [5, 20, 55, 58], GCN [16, 49],

GAN [34,55], or Transformer [26,37,39,47,53]. Typically,

these music-to-dance methods are conditioned on multi-

modal inputs and then generate the future sequence of hu-

man poses. Despite the potential to generate realistic danc-

ing motion from the music, these methods lack the ability

to produce coherent movements between multiple dancers

altogether.

Multi-person Motion Prediction. Learning and fore-

casting the behavior between multiple people has been a

longstanding problem [24, 44, 54]. Alahi et al. [3] jointly

reasons the trajectories of multiple pedestrians and fore-

casts their destinations in a scene by using Markov chain

model. The authors in [1] combine the visual context of

the scene and social interactions between multiple persons

to forecast their future motion. Recently, the Multi-Range

Transformers proposed by [60] can predict the movements

of more than 10 people for social interaction groups. Dif-

ference from the motion prediction task that uses motion

or visual inputs, we aim to generate human dancing motion

from the input music.
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Dataset Hours Subjects
Captured

Environment
Acquisition

Music

Genres

Dance

Styles

Group

Dance

Ground

Truth

Dance Melody [58] 1.57 n/a Lab-control MoCap limited limited no 3D Joints

DanceNet [66] 0.96 2 Lab-control MoCap limited limited no 3D Joints

YT-Dance3D [55] 5 n/a In-the-wild Fully-automatic rich rich no 3D Joints

Dancing2Music [34] 71 n/a In-the-wild Fully-automatic rich limited no 2D Joints

DanceRevolution [20] 12 n/a In-the-wild Fully-automatic rich limited no 2D Joints

PMSD [47] 3.84 2 Lab-control MoCap varied limited no 3D Joints

ShaderMotionVR [47] 10.2 11 In-the-wild VR Tracking varied rich no 3D Joints

AIST++ [39] 5.2 30 Lab-control Fully-automatic limited varied no 3D Mesh

PhantomDance [37] 9.6 100+ In-the-wild Artistic rich rich no 3D Mesh

AIOZ-GDANCE (ours) 16.7 4000+ In-the-wild Semi-automatic rich rich yes 3D Mesh

Table 1. Comparison between music-to-dance datasets.

3. The AIOZ-GDANCE Dataset

Since we want to develop a large-scale dataset with in-

the-wild videos, setting up a MoCap system is not feasi-

ble. However, manually annotating 3D groundtruth for mil-

lions of frames from dancing videos is also an extremely

tedious job. Therefore, we propose a semi-automatic label-

ing method with humans in the loop to produce a large-scale

group dance dataset.

3.1. Data Collection and Preprocessing

Video Collection. We collect the in-the-wild, public

domain group dancing videos along with the music from

Youtube, Tiktok, and Facebook. All group dance videos are

processed at 1920× 1080 resolution and 30FPS.

Human Tracking. We perform tracking for all hu-

mans in the videos using the state-of-the-art multi-object

tracker [57] to obtain the tracking bounding boxes. Note

that although the tracker can produce reasonable results,

there are failure cases in some frames. Therefore, we man-

ually correct the bounding box of the incorrect cases. This

tracking correction is crucial since we want the trajectory of

each person to be accurately tracked in order to reconstruct

their motion in latter stages.

Pose Estimation. Given the bounding boxes of each per-

son in the video, we leverage the recent 2D pose estimation

method [15] to generate the initial 2D poses for each person.

In practice, there exist some inaccurately detected keypoints

due to motion blur and partial occlusion. We manually fix

the incorrect cases to obtain the 2D keypoints of each hu-

man bounding box.

3.2. Group Motion Fitting

To construct 3D group dance motion, we first reconstruct

the full body motion for each dancer by fitting the 3D mesh.

We then jointly optimize all dancer motions to construct the

globally-coherent group motion. Finally, we post-process

and remove wrong cases from the optimization results.

Local Mesh Fitting. We use SMPL model [40] to

represent the 3D human. The SMPL model is a differen-

tiable function that maps the pose parameters θ, the shape

parameters β, and the root translation τ into a set of 3D

human body mesh vertices V ∈ R
6890×3 and 3D joints

X ∈ RJ×3, where J is the number of body joints. Our op-

timizing motion variables for each individual dancer consist

of a sequence of SMPL joint angles {θt}Tt=1, a sequence of

the root translation {τt}Tt=1, and a single SMPL shape pa-

rameter β. We fit the sequence of SMPL motion variables to

the tracked 2D keypoints (obtained from Section 3.1) by ex-

tending SMPLify-X [46] across the whole video sequence:

Elocal = EJ + λθEθ + λβEβ + λSES + λFEF, (1)

where EJ, Eθ and Eβ are as in [46] but calculated across

every frames of the video sequence. The smoothness term

ES =
∑T−1

t=1 ∥θt+1−θt∥2+
∑J

j=1

∑T−1

t=1 ∥Xj,t+1−Xj,t∥2
encourages the temporal smoothness of the motion. The

term EF =
∑T−1

t=1

∑

j∈F
cj,t∥Xj,t+1−Xj,t∥2 ensures feet

joints to stay stationary when in contact (zero velocity). F
is the set of feet joint indexes, cj,t is the feet contact label

of joint j at time t produced by a contact estimation net-

work [67].

Global Optimization. Given the 3D motion sequence

of each dancer p: {θpt , τpt }, we further resolve the motion

trajectory problems in group dance by solving the following

objective:

Eglobal = EJ + λpenEpen + λreg

∑

p

Ereg(p)

+ λdep

∑

p,p′,t

Edep(p, p
′, t) + λgc

∑

p

Egc(p), (2)

where Epen is the Signed Distance Function pen-

etration term based on [22] to prevent the over-

lapping of reconstructed motions between dancers.
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Figure 2. The pipeline of making our AIOZ-GDANCE dataset. Blue boxes denote manual correction/annotation steps.

Ereg(p) =
∑T

t=1 ∥θ
p
t − θ̂

p
t ∥2 is the regularization term that

prevents the motion from deviating too much from the prior

optimized individual motion {θ̂pt } obtained by optimizing

Equation 1 for dancer p.

In practice, we find that the relative depth ordering of

dancers in the scene can be inconsistent due to the ambigu-

ity of the 2D projection. To ensure the group motion quality,

we watch the videos and manually provide the ordinal depth

relation information of all dancers in the scene at each frame

t as follows:

rt(p, p
′) =











1, if dancer p is closer than p′

−1, if dancer p is farther than p′

0, if their depths are roughly equal

(3)

Given the relative depth information provided by human

annotators, we derive the depth relation term Edep inspired

by [11]. This term encourages consistent ordinal depth re-

lation between the motion trajectories of multiple dancers,

especially when dancers partially occlude each other:

Edep(p, p
′
, t) =











log(1 + exp(zpt − z
p′

t )), rt(p, p
′) = 1

log(1 + exp(−z
p
t + z

p′

t )), rt(p, p
′) = −1

(zpt − z
p′

t )2, rt(p, p
′) = 0

(4)

where z
p
t is the depth component of the root translation τ

p
t

of the person p at frame t.

Finally, we apply the global ground contact constraint

Egc to further ensure consistency between the motion of

every person and the environment based on the ground con-

tact information. This contact term is also needed to reduce

the artifacts such as foot-skating, jittering, and penetration

under the ground.

Egc(p) =

T−1
∑

t=1

∑

j∈F

c
p

j,t∥X
p

j,t+1−X
p

j,t∥
2+c

p

j,t∥(X
p

j,t−f)⊤n∗∥2,

(5)

where F is the set of feet joint indexes, n∗ is the estimated

plane normal and f is a 3D fixed point on the ground plane.

The first term in Equation 5 is the zero velocity constraint

when the feet are in contact with the ground, while the

second term encourages the feet position to stay near the

ground when in contact. To obtain the ground plane param-

eters, we initialize the plane point f as the weighted median

of all contact feet positions. The plane normal n∗ is ob-

tained by optimizing a robust Huber objective:

n
∗ = argmin

n

∑

Xfeet

H

(

(Xfeet − f)⊤
n

∥n∥

)

+∥n⊤
n−1∥2, (6)

where H is the Huber loss function [21], Xfeet is the 3D

feet positions of all dancers across the whole sequence that

are labelled as in contact (i.e., c
p
j,t = 1) .

Post Processing. Although our optimization process

produces relatively good results, there are some extreme

cases that it fails to handle. We recheck all the results and

fix the cases with minor problems. Other severely wrong

cases are simply discarded. More details can be found in

our Supplementary Material.

3.3. How will AIOZ-GDANCE be useful to the com
munity?

We bring up some interesting research directions that can

be benefited from our dataset:

• Group Dance Generation: While single-person chore-

ography is a hot research topic [10,35,37,39,53], group

dance generation has not yet well investigated. We

hope that the release of our dataset will foster more

this research direction.

• Human Pose Tracking: By having SMPL groundtruth

motion, our dataset can be used in many human

pose/motion tracking tasks such as in [12, 57, 62].

Apart from these tasks, we believe our dataset can be

used in other scenarios such as dance education [16, 45],
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Figure 3. Architecture of our Music-driven 3D Group Dance generator (GDanceR). Our model takes in a music sequence and a set of

initial positions, and then auto-regressively generates coherent group dance motions that are attuned to the input music.

dance style transfer [48, 64, 65], or human behavior analy-

sis [31–33, 43]. The research community is free to explore

other applications of our dataset.

4. Audio-driven Group Dance Generation

4.1. Problem Formulation

Given an input music audio sequence {m1,m2, ...,mT }
with t = {1, ..., T} indicates the index of music segments,

and the initial 3D positions of N dancers {τ10 , τ20 , ..., τN0 },

τ i0 ∈ R3, our goal is to generate the group motion sequences

{y11 , ..., y1T ; ...; yn1 , ..., ynT } where yit is the generated pose

of i-th dancer at time step t. Specifically, we represent the

human pose as a 72-dimensional vector y = [τ ; θ] where τ ,

θ represent the root translation and pose parameters of the

SMPL model [40], respectively.

Generally, the generated group dance motion should

meet the two conditions: (i) consistency between the gener-

ated dancing motion and the input music in terms of style,

rhythm, and beat; (ii) the motions and trajectories of dancers

should be coherent without cross-body intersection between

dancers. Figure 3 shows an overview of our approach.

4.2. GDanceR Architecture

Transformer Music Encoder. From the raw audio

signal of the input music, we first extract music features

using the audio processing library [42]. Concretely, we

extract the mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC),

MFCC delta, constant-Q chromagram, tempogram, on-

set strength and one-hot beat, which results in a 438-

dimensional feature vector. We then encode the music se-

quence {m1,m2, ...,mT }, mt ∈ R
438 into a sequence

of hidden representation {a1, a2, ..., aT }, at ∈ R
da . In

practice, we utilize the self-attention mechanism of trans-

former [59] to effectively encode the multi-scale informa-

tion and the long-term dependency between music frames.

The hidden audio at each time step is expected to contain

meaningful structural information to ensure that the gener-

ated dancing motion is coherent across the whole sequence.

Initial Pose Generator. Given the initial positions of

all dancers, we generate the initial poses by combing the

audio feature with the starting positions. We aggregate the

audio representation by taking an average over the audio

sequence. The aggregated audio is then concatenated with

the input position and fed to a multilayer perceptron (MLP)

to predict the initial pose for each dancer:

yi0 = MLP

([

1

T

T
∑

t=1

at; τ
i
0

])

, (7)

where [; ] is the concatenation operator, τ i0 is the initial po-

sition of the i-th dancer.

Group Motion Generator. To generate the group

dance motion, we aim to synthesize the coherent motion

of each dancer such that it aligns well with the input music.

Furthermore, we also need to maintain global consistency

between all dancers. In practice, our Group Encoder uses

Recurrent Neural Network to capture the temporal motion

dynamics of each dancer [38, 41], and attention mechanism

to encode the spatial relationship of all dancers [59].

Specifically, at each time step, the pose of each dancer

in the previous frame yit−1 is sent to an LSTM unit [19]

to encode the hidden local motion representation, i.e.,

hi
t = LSTM(yit−1, h

i
t−1).

To ensure the motions of all dancers have global co-

herency without strange effects such as cross-body intersec-

tion, we introduce the Cross-entity Attention mechanism.

In particular, each individual motion representation is first

linearly projected into a key vector ki, a query vector qi and
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a value vector vi as follows:

ki = hiW k, qi = hiW q, vi = hiW v, (8)

where W q,W k ∈ Rdh×dk , and W v ∈ Rdh×dv are param-

eters that transform the hidden motion h into a query, a key,

and a value, respectively. dk is the dimension of the query

and key while dv is the dimension of the value vector. To

encode the relationship between dancers in the scene, our

Cross-entity Attention also utilizes the Scaled Dot-Product

Attention as in [59].

In practice, we find that people having closer positions

to each other tend to have higher correlation in their move-

ment. Therefore, we use Spacial Encoding to encode the

spacial relationship between two dancers. The Spacial En-

coding between two entities based on their distance in the

3D space is defined as follows:

eij = exp

(

−∥τ i − τ j∥2√
dτ

)

, (9)

where dτ is the dimension of the position vector τ . Consid-

ering the query qi, which represents the current entity infor-

mation, and the key kj , which represents other entity infor-

mation, we inject the spatial relation information between

these two entities onto their cross attention coefficient:

αij = softmax

(

(qi)⊤kj√
dk

+ eij

)

. (10)

To preserve the spatial relative information in the atten-

tive representation, we also embed them into the hidden

value vector and obtain the global-aware representation gi

of the i-th entity as follows:

gi =

N
∑

j=1

αij(v
j + eijγ), (11)

where γ ∈ Rdv is the learnable bias and scaled by the Spa-

cial Encoding. Intuitively, the Spacial Encoding acts as the

bias in the attention weight, encouraging the interactivity

and awareness to be higher between closer entities. Our

attention mechanism can adaptively attend to each dancer

and others temporally and spatially, thanks to the encoded

motion as well as the spatial information.

We then fuse both the local and global motion represen-

tation by adding hi and gi to obtain the final latent motion

zi. Our final global-local representation of each entity is

expected to carry the comprehensive information of their

own past motion as well as the motion of every other en-

tity, enabling the MLP Decoder to generate coherent group

dancing sequences. Finally, we generate the next move-

ment yit based on the final motion representation zit as well

as the hidden audio representation at, and thus can capture

the fine-grained correspondence between music feature se-

quence and dance movement sequence:

yit = MLP([zit; at]). (12)

Criteria Train Validate Test Total

Duration (hours) 13.5 1.6 1.6 16.7

Total Frames 1, 459K 175K 174K 1, 808K

Table 2. Train/val/ test split of our AIOZ-GDANCE dataset.
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in our dataset.
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Figure 5. The correlation between dance styles and number of

dancers (a); and between dance styles and music genres (b).

5. Experiments

5.1. AIOZ-GDANCE Statistic

Dataset Split. AIOZ-GDANCE comprises 16.7 hours of

whole-body motion and music audio of group dancing. The

duration of each video in our dataset is ranging from 15 to

60 seconds. We decode all videos at 30 FPS. We randomly

sample all videos into train, validation and test sets with

80%; 10%; and 10% of total videos, respectively. Table 2

shows the details about the training, validation, and testing

splits of our dataset.

Dataset Analysis. In Figure 4, we show the distribu-

tion of music genres and dance styles in our dataset. As

illustrated in Figure 4a, Pop and Electronic are popu-

lar music genres while other music genres nearly share the

same distribution. In Figure 4b, Zumba, Aerobic, and

Commercial are dominant dance styles.

Figure 5a shows the number of dancers in each dance

styles. Naturally, we see that Zumba, Aerobic, and

Commercial have more dancers. Figure 5b shows the

correlation between music genres and dance styles. In Fig-

ure 6, we show an example sequence of a dancing mo-
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Figure 6. Example motion sequence from our dataset from front-view and top-view.

tion from our AIOZ-GDANCE dataset. We recommend the

readers to check our Supplementary Material and Demon-

stration Video for more detailed analysis and illustration.

5.2. Group Dance Generation Result

5.2.1 Implementation Details

The MLP in Equation 7 and 12 has the same architecture

with three hidden layers of 512 neurons each. We apply

layer normalization [6] and ReLU non-linearity at each hid-

den layer. The Transformer Music Encoder has 2 trans-

former layers with 8 attention heads. Both the hidden au-

dio and hidden motion have dimension da = dh = 1024.

We stack L = 3 identical Group Encoder layers in the

Group Motion Generator to enhance the learning capacity

of the model. For the Cross-entity Attention, we also em-

ploy multi-head attention strategy with 8 heads and the di-

mension of query, key, and value for each head is set to

dk = dv = 64. During training, we randomly sample the

dance motion with the sequence length T = 240 frames and

train the model using L2 loss as in [39]. We also use sched-

uled sampling [7] to improve the model robustness and en-

able long-term generation. The whole model is trained end-

to-end using Adam optimizer [29] with batch size of 16 and

learning rate of 10−4. At test time, the group dance mo-

tions are generated in an auto-regressive manner based on

the given inputs.

5.2.2 Evaluation Protocol

We use the following metrics to evaluate the quality of sin-

gle dancing motion: Frechet Inception Distance (FID) [18,

39], Motion-Music Consistency (MMC) [39], Generation

Diversity (GenDiv) [20,34,39]. To evaluate the group danc-

ing quality, we propose three new metrics: Group Mo-

tion Realism (GMR), Group Motion Correlation (GMC),

and Trajectory Intersection Frequency (TIF). Please see our

Supplementary Material for more discussion.

Method
Single-dance Metric Group-dance Metric

FID↓ MMC↑ GenDiv↑ GMR↓ GMC↑ TIF↓
FACT [39] 56.20 0.222 8.64 101.52 62.68 0.321

GDanceR

(ours)

w/o CA 63.83 0.218 8.99 109.80 68.47 0.379

w CA 43.90 0.250 9.23 51.27 79.01 0.217

Table 3. The generation results on our dataset. w/o CA denotes

without using Cross-entity Attention.

5.2.3 Experimental Results

We compare our method with FACT [39]. FACT is designed

for single dance generation, thus giving our method an ad-

vantage. However, it is still the closest competing method

as we propose a new group dance dataset that is not avail-

able for benchmarking before. We also analyse our method

with and without using the Cross-entity Attention. We train

all methods with mini-batch containing all dancers within

the group instead of sampling each dancer independently as

in FACT’s original implementation.

Cross-entity Attention Analysis. Table 3 shows the

method comparison between the baseline FACT [39] and

our proposed GDanceR with and without Cross-entity At-

tention. The results show that GDanceR, especially with

the Cross-entity Attention, out-performs the baseline by a

large margin in all metrics. In Figure 7, we also visualize

the example outputs of FACT and GDanceR. It is clear that

FACT does not handle well the intersection problem. This

is understandable as FACT is not designed for group dance

generation, while our method with the Cross-entity Atten-

tion can deal with this problem better.

Number of Dancers Analysis. Table 4 demonstrates the

generation results of our method when we want to generate

different numbers of dancers. In general, the FID, GMR,

and GMC metric do not show much correlation with the

numbers of generated dancers since the results are varied.

On the other hand, MMC shows its stability among all se-
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(a) FACT [39] (b) GDanceR

Figure 7. Comparison between FACT [39] and our GDanceR. Our

method handles better the consistency and cross-body intersection

problem between dancers.

N Generated

Dancers

Single-dance Metric Group-dance Metric

FID↓ MMC↑ GenDiv↑ GMR↓ GMC↑ TIF↓
2 48.82 0.248 9.66 53.83 75.44 0.086

3 44.47 0.245 9.46 52.85 74.07 0.104

4 47.32 0.248 9.24 58.79 77.71 0.162

5 44.19 0.249 9.38 55.05 78.72 0.218

6 50.95 0.250 9.25 59.05 75.24 0.319

7 48.86 0.250 9.19 56.23 76.01 0.367

Table 4. Performance of our proposed method when we increase

the number of generated dancers.

tups (∼ 0.248), which indicates that our network is ro-

bust in generating motion from given music regardless of

the changing of initial positions. The generation diversity

(GenDiv) decreases while the intersection frequency (TIF)

increases when more dancers are generated. These results

show that dealing with the collision during the group gener-

ation process is worth further investigation.

Dance Style Analysis. Different dance styles exhibit

different challenges in group dance generation. As shown

in Table 5, Aerobic and Zumba are quite similar for

generating choreography as they usually focus on workout

and sporty movements. Besides, while Commercial and

Irish are easier for the model to generate, Bollywood

and Samba contain highly skilled movements that are chal-

lenging to capture and represent accurately. In Figure 8,

we show the generated results of GDanceR with different

dance styles. Our Supplementary Material and Demonstra-

tion Video also provide more examples.

Latent Motion Fusion Analysis. We investigate differ-

ent fusion strategies between the local motion hi and global-

aware motion gi to obtain the final motion representation zi.

Specifically, we experiment with three settings: (i) No Fu-

sion: the final motion is the global-aware motion obtained

from our Cross-entity Attention (zi = gi); (ii) Concatenate:

Figure 8. Examples of generated group motions from our method.

Dance Styles
Single-dance Metric Group-dance Metric

FID↓ MMC↑ GenDiv↑ GMR↓ GMC↑ TIF↓
Zumba 45.86 0.268 9.77 50.97 72.70 0.133

Aerobic 38.68 0.252 6.57 63.62 75.12 0.249

Commercial 46.22 0.232 8.58 51.18 81.02 0.056

Bollywood 81.89 0.211 2.14 101.49 74.00 0.377

Irish 42.02 0.219 8.56 42.73 82.00 0.083

Rumba 69.62 0.273 3.91 68.00 71.85 0.228

Samba 71.00 0.228 7.77 98.83 67.76 0.441

Table 5. The results of different dance styles. Note that these

results are obtained by training the model on each dance style.

Fusion

Strategy

Single-dance Metric Group-dance Metric

FID↓ MMC↑ GenDiv↑ GMR↓ GMC↑ TIF↓
No Fusion 47.19 0.242 9.14 57.84 69.67 0.221

Concatenate 52.25 0.223 9.23 54.23 72.46 0.242

Add 43.90 0.250 9.23 51.27 79.01 0.217

Table 6. Ablation study on different fusion strategies for the mo-

tion representation.

the final motion is the concatenation of the local and global-

aware motion (zi = [hi; gi]); (iii) Add: the final motion is

the addition between local and global (zi = hi+gi). Table 6

summarizes the results. We find that fusing the motion by

adding both the local and global motion features achieves

the best results.

6. Conclusion

We have introduced AIOZ-GDANCE, the largest dataset

for audio-driven group dance generation. Our dataset con-

tains in-the-wild videos and covers different dance styles

and music genres. We then propose a strong baseline along

with evaluation protocols for group dance generation task.

We hope that the release of our dataset will foster more re-

search on audio-driven group choreography.
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